NO/PVS-7 Night Vision Goggle/Binocular

Key Features

- Standard US Military System
- Gen II+ or Gen III
- Internal Low Battery and IR Indicators
- Optional 3x, 4x & 5x Lenses

NO/PVS-7

The most recognized night vision system in the world with thousands in use by the US military and its allies! Extremely versatile, waterproof, and rugged night vision system. Gen II+ or Gen III image tubes with wide range of optional accessories. Use hand-held or with Mil Spec Headmount or Helmet.

- Light Weight
- Waterproof and Rugged
- Mil Spec Optics
- Combat Proven
NO/PVS-7 Night Vision Goggle/Binocular

Kit Components
- PVS-7 Night Vision Goggles
- 1x Lens Assembly
- Mil Spec Headgear
- Demist Shields (2)
- Sacrificial Filter
- Soft Carrying Case w/ Shoulder Strap
- Neckstrap
- AA Batteries (2)
- Operating Manual

Optional Accessories
- 3x, 4x & 5x Mil Spec Afocal Lenses
- Mil Spec Helmet Mount
- Range of External IR Illuminators & Accessories
- Battery (AA)
- Magnetic Compass
- Hard Case

The versatile, combat-proven PVS-7 can be used as a hands-free goggle or a hand-held, long-range observation device when coupled with optional 3x, 4x and 5x magnifiers. The AN/PVS-7 US Military Night Vision Goggle is available to allies in a special export version. With a single Image Intensifier and dual-eye configuration, the NO/PVS-7 provides an excellent performance-to-cost ratio.

The NO/PVS-7 features simple user controls, fully automated image tube protection, a built-in infrared illuminator with a momentary and continuous-on switch plus IR operation and low battery indicators displayed within the user’s field of view.

The fast (f1.12) one-power lens provides optimal low-light capabilities as well as freedom of movement for completely hands-free operation.